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ABSTRACT 

The turbulent mixing process between two liquid streams in a standard 

tank stirred by a Rushton turbine has been studied. Experimental measure

ments of concentration and segregation (fluctuating concentration) have been 

made for both reacting and non-reacting flows. For the non-reacting case, 

one stream was marked with a fluorescent dye; the local concentration was 

measured using a fluorescence technique and a bifurcated fiber optic probe of 

custom design. Measurements were taken at two axial-radial planes within 

the tank. In the reacting case, the second-order reaction between sodium hy

droxide and hydrochloric acid was studied, and urinine acted as a fluorescent 

indicator which became non-fluorescent as the reaction proceeded. 

Numerical studies of the mixing in the laboratory-scale vessel were 

made. FL UENT, a general-purpose fluid flow modelling program, was used 

to simulate the flow within the tank. This program uses a k-epsilon closure of 

the turbulent momentum equations. The program was modified to allow the 

inclusion of a segregation balance equation. Using this segregation balance 

technique, the turbulent species balance equations were solved. The results of 

these simulations agreed with the experimental measurements in all regions 

except the region near the entrance jets, where the model could not adequately 

predict the fluid behavior. 
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This study has sucessfully predicted the behavior of reacting fluids in a 

bench-scale turbulently mixed stirred tank by the implementation of a segre

gation balance throughout the entire domain. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

15 

The importance of turbulent mixing cannot be understated. Problems 

involving this process occur in many diverse processes, such as combustion, 

chemical reaction, fennentation, meteorology, and oceanography. Turbulent 

motion is responsible for bringing different fluids together so that reaction can 

occur, and is responsible for dispersing the products of the reaction. 

The turbulent mixing process can generally be viewed as taking place 

in three stages. Bulk diffusion, the result of the convective transport of the 

flow, carries the fluid into the turbulent field. In the second stage of mixing, 

turbulence breaks large lumps of fluid into smaller lumps. This turbulent 

dispersion reduces the size (scale of segregation) and increases the available 

surface area* between different fluids. In the third stage, molecular diffusion 

causes the final homogenization on a molecular scale; this is a reduction of the 

intensity of segregation. The effect of the turbulence, therefore, is to speed up 

the molecular diffusion process by increasing the available surface area and by 

reducing the diffusion distances. 

This study examines a mixing process occurring between two reactants 

in a continuous-flow stirred tank reactor of a standard configuration. The 

turbulence is induced in the fluid by a turbine located in the center of the 

* Surface area between miscible fluids can be defined as the surface map 

of all locations with a given intermediate concentration of one of the mixing 

fluids. 
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tank. By using the turbulent mixing process to combine the input streams, 

chemical reaction will occur much more rapidly. 

Although the mixing process is quite important in stirred tanks, it is 

rarely dealt with from a microscopic viewpoint. Traditionally, it is assumed 

that every stirred tank is perfectly mixed at the molecular level. A refinement 

of this assumption attempts to use the residence-time-distribution measured 

at the outlet to correct for non-idealities. Other methods use dimensional

analysis to describes the mixing process and to deal with problems associated 

with scale-up. Each of these techniques describes the reactor from a macro

scopic point of view, and does not deal with the specific behavior of the fluid 

within the tank. A significant shortcoming of these models, then, is that they 

cannot effectively predict behavior for complex reaction schemes, since the 

yield and product distribution are highly sensitive to the local mixing process. 

With the advent of computer technology, numerical solutions of the 

equations which govern the fluid behavior within the tank have become fea

sible. In this way, reactor performance can be predicted more accurately by 

using an appropriate simulation. 

In an attempt to improve the methodology of reactor scale-up, this 

study of bench-scale reactors has been made. Measurements of time-average 

concentration and segregation have been made in a 3.5-inch diameter stirred 

reactor. A larger size could not be used because continuous feed required 

excessive quantities of reactants for residence times of interest. Standard 

numerical techniques were used to model the flow patterns and mixing rates 
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within the tank for both reacting and non-reacting flows. Balances of the 

reactant concentrations and the segregation were made, and various closure 

schemes were tested for validity. The method resulting from this study can 

be used to study larger industrial-size reactors, and will provide a tool which 

can predict their behavior without extensive pilot-plant testing. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 
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A prerequisite to understanding fluid mixing is a thorough knowledge of 

the fluid dynamics within a mixing system; this requires the study of velocities 

and turbulence parameters, in this case within the stirred tank. These studies, 

however, do not fully quantify the behavior of mixing fluids within the tank. 

Therefore, numerous studies of the mixing of reacting and non-reacting fluids 

have been made. Both areas of study have guided in the selection of models 

which would best predict the behavior of the stirred tank. However, appli

cation of these models was feasible only for very restricted conditions. With 

the advent of high-speed computer technology, it is now possible to simulate 

mixed chemical reactors, which is the goal of this study. 

2.1 Velocity and Turbulence Measurements 

Before a study of the turbulent mixing problem can be attempted, an 

understanding of the motion and turbulence characteristics of the fluid must 

be obtained. General review papers can be found in UhI and Gray (1966), 

Brodkey (1975), Nagata (1975), and Ulbrecht and Patterson (1985). 

Early investigations were based upon the observation that the power 

consumption per unit volume should remain constant during scale-up in order 

to keep the mixing rate constant. Rushton, Costich, and Everett (1950) ob

tained correlations between impeller speed and power consumption in various 
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geometries. They defined the power number, 

(1) 

where P is the power consumption, D and N are the impeller diameter and 

rotation rate, and p and J.L are the fluid density and viscosity. They discovered 

that the power number could be correlated to the Reynolds number for a given 

impeller type and tank geometry. An example of the resulting correlations is 

shown in Figure 1. 

Further understanding of the mixing process required an understand

ing of the fluid behavior within the tank. Velocity measurements were first 

obtained by making photographs of tracer particles suspended in the fluid. 

The length of the particle streak is proportional to the local velocity. This 

technique was first used by Rushton and Oldshue (1953). They discovered 

that impeller discharge rates were proportional to the impeller speed and that 

a significant amount of fluid was entrained by the impeller jet. Numerous 

studies have used this technique, for instance Cutter (1966). 

The development of hot-wire and hot-film anemometry made it possible 

to measure both the velocity and the turbulence levels. The first study using 

this technique in stirred tanks was made by Bowers(1965). Turbulence levels 

and jet velocities were found to be proportional to the impeller tip speed. 

Again, nwnerous studies have been made using this technique. 

Both the hot-film anemometry and photographic methods suffer from 

serious limitations. The hot-fihn probe causes interference with the flow, and 
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Figure 1. Power N wnber versus Reynolds Number for a Rushton 
turbine in a baffled tank. 
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the photographic methods have poor spatial resolution. A more recent device, 

the laser-Doppler anemometer, overcomes these problems. The first appli

cation of this method to stirred tanks was made by Reed, et. al. {1977}. 

Thrbulence levels of several hundred percent were observed. 

Hot-wire, hot-film, and laser-Doppler anemometry can provide addi

tional relevant information about the turbulence. For example, the ability to 

measure correlation functions gives spectral information about the turbulence. 

Such studies were made by Kim and Manning (1964), Sato et. al. (1967,1970) 

and Fort et. al. (1974). The results yielded energy spectra very much like 

those proposed by theory. 

One recent study of particular relevance is that of Wu (1988). Laser

doppler anemometry was used to provide velocities, turbulence levels, and 

energy dissipation rates in the impeller stream. The turbulence levels were 

corrected to account for periodic fluctuations due to the impeller blades. The 

data from this study was used as a basis for the simulation in this work. 

2.2 Concentration Measurements 

Many distinct approaches have been taken in an effort to quantify the 

effects of imperfect mixing in stirred tank reactors. Initial attempts treated the 

stirred-tank as a "black box" and attempted to relate some relevant parameter 

to the state of the fluid at the exit. Other studies defined a mixing time and 

relate it to the Reynolds number, in a manner analogous to the correlation 

of the power consumption with the Reynolds number. The most relevant 
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studies made distributed measurements of concentration and unmixed ness at 

locations within the tank. 

Mixing time studies 

The first studies of the mixing process in stirred tanks involved measur

ing the mixing time. The terminal mixing time is defined as the time neces

sary to neutralize a known amount of acid in a tank containing an equivalent 

amount of base. Results were obtained by visual observation of the behavior 

of the acid-base indicator within the tank. Fox and Gex (1956) developed this 

method for studying propeller and jet mixed tanks. The technique was later 

used by Norwood and Metzner (1960) to study turbine agitated tanks. The 

results were presented as a correlation of the mixing time with the Reynolds 

number, in a manner analogous to the power conswnption curves. A refine

ment of this technique was later developed by Reilly and Brit ter (1985). A 

pulse of salt solution was introduced into the tank, and a conductivity probe 

was used to detennine the mixing time. Ruszkowski and Muskett (1985) ex

tended the conductimetric method to study reactive Bows. The experiment 

was based on the conductivity change during acid-base reactions. The mixing 

times using reactive tracer were found to be shorter than those using inert 

tracer. For larger vessels, Middleton (1979) has developed a technique for 

measuring the recirculation time. A radio pill follower was introduced into 

the stirred tank and the time for the transmitter to pass a fixed location was 

measured. The recirculation time was then related to the mixing time. 
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Residence Time Distribution Measurements 

While the previous studies allowed qualitative prediction of the behavior 

of stirred tanks, a quantitative approach would provide better predictability. 

Investigators realized that, by measuring the response of the stream exiting the 

reactor to a change in entrance stream conditions, valuable infonnation about 

the mixing process could be obtained. Elements of fluid which take different 

paths through the reactor require different lengths of time to pass through the 

vessel. Khang and Levenspiel {1976}, and Burghardt and Lipowska (1972) 

used this technique to study mixing in experimental reactors. However, the 

resulting data applied to specific tanks and could not be generalized. This 

method also required that the fluid elements be segregated from one another, 

a concept whose shortcomings will be discussed later. 

Conversion Measurements 

The most relevant parameter in studying chemical reactors is the extent 

of reaction. Worrel and Eagleton {1964} examined the simple second-order re

action of sodium thiosulphate with hydrogen peroxide. The resulting effluent 

conversion was correlated with the power input. Paul and Treybal {1971} de

termined that second-order, competitive-consecutive {series-parallel} reactions 

were more sensitive to micromixing. They examined the reaction between io

dine and I-tyrosine. The resulting yield of one of the two products, which 

varied between 50 and 72%, was correlated to the average turbulence levels 

in the tank. Truong and Methot (1976) used the saponification of ethylene 
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glycol diacetate by sodium hydroxide to study the mixing. Their conclusion 

that segregation is not a property of the fluid, but is a result of the interac

tion of hydrodynamics and the chemical reaction invalidated the assumptions 

upon which many models, including residence time distribution models, were 

based. Bourne et.al. (1977) also studied the effect of the mixing process upon 

the yield and product distribution of series-parallel reactions. The reaction 

between I-naphthol and diazotized sulphanilic acid produces two dyes whose 

concentrations can be measured spectrophotometrically. Extensive study of 

this system has been made Bourne, et.al. (1977); Angst, et.al. (1984); Bourne 

and Dell'Ava (1987)) and the results have been used to determine parameters 

in their model. The alkaline hydrolysis of nitromethane was used by Klein, 

et al. (1980), and the results were used to determine the parameters in their 

model. Spencer and Lunt (1980) combined the features of residence time dis

tribution experiments with those of conversion experiments by measuring thf, 

conversion of p-nitrophenylate in response to square wave inputs of the reac

tants. However, interpretation of t.he results was inconclusive. An interesting 

consecutive-competing reaction was investigated by Barthole, et.al. (1982), in 

which the optical density of the precipitated product, barium sulphate, was 

related to the segregation within the reactor. 

In all of the above studies only the effluent or final values of conversion or 

yield were measured. None relate the distribution of these values throughout 

the tank to the mixing and hydrodynamics. The parameters obtained are 
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dependent on the gross behavior of the tank, not the specific local behavior 

of the fluid within the tank. 

Distributed Measurements 

The most suitable method for determining the behavior of stirred tanks 

is to directly measure the relevant mixing parameters at various points within 

the tank. Measurement of the average velocities detennines the flow patterns 

in the tank, and measurement of the mean square of the concentration fluc

tuations determines pattern of mixedness. However, since the flow is highly 

three-dimensional, the interpretation of this data is most difficult. 

The first study of this nature was made by Manning and Wilhelm 

(1963). To avoid entrance effects h':t.ter was introduced at the bottom of the 

tank, and a conductive solution was injected just below the impeller; the mixed 

solution was allowed to overflow the top of the tank. The temporal mean and 

root-mean-square (nns) concentration, and the spectral distribution of the 

fluctuations was measured by a conductivity probe at various locations within 

the tank. The average tracer concentration was unifonn throughout the tank, 

but the nns fluctuations were maximum near the impeller tip and decreased 

as radial distance increased. This is to be expected, as the turbulent radial 

jets of fluid emitted by the impeller decrease the gradients of concentration. 

Reith (1965) made studies in a similar geometry, but the entrance solutions 

were both injected into the impeller stream, one above and one below. Higher 
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rIDS concentrations were obtained, but this is a result of using lower impeller 

speeds. 

One limitation of these conductivity studies is the interference caused 

by introducing a probe into the domain. This difficulty was overcome by Zipp 

(1981) by using a light scattering technique to measure mean and fluctuat

ing tracer concentrations within the tank. A high intensity light beam was 

passed through the window in the wall of the tank and a photomultiplier was 

focussed on the beam through another window; the measuring volume was 

the intersection of the two. Local concentration of particles introduced in one 

of two feed streams was proportional to the voltage across the photomulti

plier. This technique was modified by Bockelman (1983) and Quigley (1984) 

to allow measurements in reacting flows. Concentration and segregation were 

measured by detecting the intensity of fluorescence of the reaction product. 

The reaction between cerium{IV) and sodium azide was used. Cerium(III) 

was the fluorescent product of the reaction. The results of passive mixing 

studies, where cerium{III) was in one feed and not the other, closely agreed 

with the conductivity and light scattering measurements. 

2.3 MODELLING OF STIRRED-TANK REACTORS 

Ultimately, the goal of the engineer is to gain insight into a process 

so that the behavior can be predicted under various circumstances. Toward 

this goal, numerous methods have been used to predict the behavior of stirred 

tanks. Initially, perfect mixing was assumed. To account for non-idealities, the 
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concept of an "imperfectly mixed fluid" was explored. As more understanding 

of the mixing process was gained, more complex models were conceived to 

account for non-idealities. In general, two types of models have been used: 

lumped-parameter models and distributed-parameter models. The lumped

parameter models gained early acceptance due to the "black-box" approach 

discussed in the previous section. Distributed-parameter modelling, which is 

based upon numerical simulation of the domain, has only recently become 

practical. 

Ideal and Non-ideal Flu.ids 

The simplest model for estimating stirred reactor behavior assumes that 

the domain is perfectly mixed at a molecular level. The conversion is then 

determined by two variables: the inlet concentrations and the space-time. For 

this case, the fluid is perfectly micromixed; this means that the molecules are 

intermingled at a molecular level. In contrast, a non-ideal, or macro-fluid, 

does not combine at a molecular level with the fluid in the tank. A group of 

molecules stays together in small packets; each packet behaves as a tiny batch 

reactor with a defined residence time. The shortcomings of this model are 

immediately apparent; the reactants must be perfectly mixed before entering 

the reactor, but while the fluid is within the reactor it behaves differently and 

cannot mix with other fluid elements. Though conceptually simple, the fluid 

behavior in this model is impossible for a real fluid. 
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Lumped-Parameter Mode13 

Lumped-parameter models simulate the behavior of the system by defin

ing some characteristic variable which affects the reactor perfonnance. In the 

case of coalescence-dispersion models, the parameters have no physical mean

ing, but they can be correlated with relevant properties of the flow. Other 

models, such as the environment models, attempt to simulate the mixing zones 

in a real stirred tank, but again the parameters have questionable physical sig

nificance. Each model concept is discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Parallel Feed Reactor. In an effort to develop a suitable model which could 

describe the residence-time distribution, Weinstein and Adler (1967) devel

oped the parallel reactor model. The feed to the tank is split and fed to either 

a perfectly mixed reactor or a completely segregated reactor. The streams 

exiting each reactor are combined to give the final product. The variable pa

rameter in this model is the feed split ratio, x*; in the limit x* -- 00 the 

model leads to a completely segregated reactor, and in the limit x* -- 0 the 

model leads to a maximum mixedness reactor. This model was later improved 

by Villermaux and Zoulalian(1969). 

Coalescence-Di3persion Mode13. In these models, the reactor is modelled as 

consisting of many fluid elements which may mix (coalesce) with other fluid 

elements and immediately redisperse. The elements mix in a random manner 

with some restraints. Flow and recirculation can be simulated by carefully 

locating the sites within the reactor. In the Monte-Carlo model of Spielman 
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and Levenspiel (1965), all fluid elements have equal probability of coalesence. 

Canon, et.al. (1977) correlated the interaction parameter with the turbulence 

length scale and turbulent energy dissipation rate within the reactor. Good 

results were obtained even for the complex reactions of Paul and Treybal 

(1971). 

Environment Models. Environment models attempt to describe the behav

ior of the fluid as observed in real tanks, in which the reactants are usually 

introduced into the top of the tank into a region of low turbulence. The reac

tants are then entrained in the highly turbulent impeller stream, where mixing 

and reaction are very rapid. In the low turbulence region, it is reasonable to 

asswne that the reactants do not mix with the fluid in the tank; this is the 

segregated environment, and the fluid behaves as a macro-fluid. Material from 

the segregated environment can then either leave the reactor or enter the sec

ond zone, the maximwn mixedness environment, in which the fluid is perfectly 

micromixed. This model was first conceived by Ng and Rippin (1964). They 

asswned that the rate of transfer between environments was proportional to 

the amount of material remaining in the segregated environment. The param

eter of this model, then, is the proportionality constant. The two environment 

model differs from the parallel-feed reactor in that all of the feed enters the 

segregated environment and is then transferred either to the outlet or to the 

maximum-mixedness environment, whereas in the parallel-feed model the feed 

divides before entering either reactor and no interchange between reactors is 

possible. 
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An improved two-environment model of Pohorecki and Baldyga (1983) 

allowed for variable levels of segregation. The first zone used the theory of 

Rosensweig to model the decay of segregation in the inertial subrange. All 

fluid then enters the second zone, which uses Corrsin's equation for dissipa

tion of segregation in the viscous-convective subrange. Segregation decays 

exponentially as fluid moves through each zone; different time constants for 

each zone cause them to behave differently. It is important to note that this 

model only allows reaction to occur in the second environment. 

A recent investigation by Baldyga and Bourne (1988) further improves 

environment modelling. Model parameters in this case have been derived 

based on knowledge of flow field parameters, particularly the eddy dissipation. 

The theory of Bourne (1984) is used to describe the segregation decay in the 

second zone. One important conclusion is that 

"If unequivocal information on kinematic viscosity and turbu

lent energy dissipation (within the tank) were available, fine dis

cretization of the whole reactor ... would be justified." 

Such is the goal of this study. 

Distributed Modelling 

Distributed modelling involves the fine-scale discretization of the flow 

domain, and the solution of the governing balance equations to determine re

actor behavior. The Hydrodynamic Mixing Model of Patterson (1970) divides 

a two-dimensional domain into discrete cells, and the segregation and species 
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balance equations are solved within each cell. Otte (1974) applied this method 

to the stirred tank by dividing the tank into 30 cells and estimating the flow 

pattern in the tank. Thrbulence energies and dissipation rates were estimated 

based upon the data of Cutter(1966) for a turbine stirred tank. Rates of mix

ing in each cell were based on the Corrsin (1964) model, and a simple closure 

was used to relate the reaction rate to the mixing rate. 
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The term mixing has been ambiguously defined in the literature, re

sulting in some confusion. This work is concerned with turbulent mixing of 

low viscosity liquids. This process occurs in three stages, all of which occur 

simultaneously at different scales. Bulk diffusion is the term used to represent 

the overall convection of fluid within the domain. Bulk diffusion can be easily 

understood, since it is the result of the overall motion of the fluid which can 

be represented by an average velocity. If the domain is turbulent, large groups 

of molecules move about randomly; these turbulent eddies cause a fine-scale 

blending. Eddy diffusion, however, can only reduce the scale to the smallest 

scale of the turbulence, which is usually considered to be the Komolgorov mi

croscale. Molecular diffusion, which occurs at all scales, is the result of relative 

molecular motion, and causes the components in a fluid mixture to intermin

gle at a molecular level. Since the eddy diffusion causes a significant increase 

in the area available for molecular diffusion between species, and since the 

intermingling at the molecular level is predominant at small scales, mixing to 

the molecular level in a turbulent flow occurs much more rapidly than would 

be possible in a laminar flow. 

Figure 2 (from Brodkey(1975)) illustrates the simplest case of two

component mixing. Component A is represented by dark blobs, and the 

remainder of the fluid in each picture represents component B. The initial 

condition of the domain is the picture at the top left. Blobs of fluid A are 
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Figure 2. Mechanism of two component mixing (from Brodkey) 
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dispersed throughout fluid B. Thrbulence within the domain will cause a re

duction in the scale of the blobs, as is depicted by moving from left to right 

in the figure. This corresponds to a decrease in the scale of segregation, L8 • If 

there was no fluid motion, molecular diffusion would dominate, and molecular 

motion between the components would occur at the interfaces, as is depicted 

by moving from the top to the bottom of the figure. This corresponds to a 

decrease in the intensity of segregation, I,. In a real turbulent domain, both 

processes would occur simultaneously, as can be illustrated by moving from 

the top left picture to the bottom right picture. Comparison of the bottom 

left picture with the bottom right picture indicates that, due to the turbulent 

motion, the rate of mixing has increased. 

3.1 Criteria For Mixing 

Two criteria which describe the level of mixedness in a fluid have been 

mentioned: the degree to which the material has been redistributed by the 

turbulence (decrease of scale of segregation), and the approach to uniformity 

by the action of molecular diffusion (decrease of intensity of segregation). In 

defining the significant parameters of the turbulence, the length scale and 

kinetic energy of the turbulence are determined in terms of measurable sta

tistical quantities of the velocity field. A similar analysis of the statistical 

quantities of the concentration field was first made by Dankwerts (1953). The 

scale of segregation at point ~ is defined as 

(2) 
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where qc( r) is the Eulerian correlation coefficient at separation distance r, 

(3) 

where c'" is the concentration fluctuation of species A, and c~o is the initial 

segregation of species A. Since the scale of segregation is an average of the 

spatial correlation function, it is a measure of the large-scale diffusion process. 

The intensity of segregation is defined as 

(4) 

It is equivalent to the correlation coefficient, qc(r) at zero separation distance. 

By normalizing by the initial value, the intensity of segregation varies from 

unity for total unmixedness to zero for complete mixedness. 

3.2 Scalar Spectra and the Mixing Process 

Turbulence is a multi-scale phenomenon; energy cascades from large-

scale eddies to small-scale eddies, where it is dissipated. Methods have been 

developed for examining the energy spectrum associated with the turbulence. 

In a similar manner, an analysis of the scalar spectrwn can provide insight 

into the mixing process. 

In order to perform a spectral analysis, it is necessary to assume that ed

dies of a given size are associated with a fluctuation frequency. The wavenum

ber, k, can then be related to the frequency, n: 

(5) 
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where Uc is the convection velocity. The wavenumber is inversely proportional 

to the eddy size. Information about the spatial structure of the turbulence is 

contained in the correlation fWlction 

(6) 

where (Uj)a is the velocity fluctuation in direction i at location 0', (Uj)p is the 

fluctuation velocity in direction j at location f3, and r is the separation distance 

between 0' and f3. The Fourier transform of the correlation function is more 

useful, as it expresses the spectrum of the velocity fluctuations among various 

sized eddies. For example, the one-dimensional turbulent energy spectrum for 

direction 1 is: 

2
00 

El(k) = rrJ Ql1(r)kr sin(kr)dr (7) 
o 

The turbulence intensity in direction 1, u~, can be obtained from the spectrum 

by integrating over all wave numbers: 

(8) 

A similar analysis can be performed on the concentration correlation, 

(9) 

where (Cj)a is the fluctuation concentration of species i at location 0' and (Ci)P is 

the fluctuation concentration of species i at location f3 separated by distance 
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r. By integration over all r, one obtains a concentration energy spectrwn 

function, Ec(k), 
2 00 

Ec(k) =;/ Qc(r)kr sin(kr)dr (10) 
o 

from which one can obtain the segregation, c~, 

00 

C1 = / Ec(k) dk (11 ) 
o 

A typical three-dimensional turbulence energy spectrum, E( k), is shown 

in Figure 3. This curve represents the energy contained in eddies of wavenum-

ber k, and the curve may be divided into two distinct regions. In the inertial-

convective subrange, energy is transferred from large eddies to small eddies, 

and dissipation of energy to heat is insignificant compared to the amount of 

energy transferred. Furthermore, the amount of energy transferred is large 

compared to the rate of change of the energy of the eddies so that they can 

be considered to be in statistical equilibrium with one another. This theory 

was first proposed by Komolgorov (1941): 

"At sufficiently high Reynolds numbers there is a range of high 

wavenumbers where the turbulence is in equilibrium and uniquely 

determined by the parameters II (the kinematic viscosity) and c 

(the turbulence energy dissipation). This state of equilibrium is 

uni versal. " 

This has become known as the universal equilibrium theory. 
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At slightly higher wavenumber, transfer of energy from lower to higher 

wavenumbers occurs. In this inertial-convective subrange, the energy spec-

trum flUlction is represented by: 

(12) 

The scalar spectrum function, Ec(k), behaves in a similar manner in this range 

(13) 

where ec is the rate of destruction of c~. 

At higher wavenumbers, dissipation becomes the dominant mechanism, 

and energy transport becomes minimal. Komolgorov hypothesized that when 

the eddy Reynolds number approaches lUlity, viscous effects will become dom

inant. The length scale at which this occurs is the Komolgorov length scale: 

(14) 

The dissipation wavenumber, k", is of the order 1/T]. Above this wavenumber, 

Heisenberg obtained 

(15) 

which implies a significant loss of energy at high wave numbers greater than 

k". This is the dissipative subrange for E(k). However, in liquids, the ratio 

of the kinematic viscosity, II, to the molecular diffusivity, Dc, is much greater 

than one, which implies that mixing on the molecular level is incomplete until 
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significantly higher wave nwnbers. Based on dimensional reasoning, Batchelor 

(1953) deduced that the spectral density in this range should be: 

(16) 

where ec is the dissipation of segregation and , is a strain rate parameter. 

In this viscous-convective subrange, Ec( k) is proportional to k- I
. Beyond 

the Batchelor wavenumber, kB = e/IID~, the mixing nears completion and 

the scalar spectrwn fWlction decays rapidly. Figure 3 illustrates these model 

spectra. 

Corrsin (1964) analyzed the decrease of segregation in a domain of de

caying turbulence. This analysis was based on the similarity between the 

velocity field and the scalar field. The rate of mixing was expressed as 

-dCi2 Ci 2 

dt"=-;:; (17) 

where Tc is the mixing time constant, which can be related to the Taylor scalar 

microscale, Ac as 
A 2 

c 

Tc = 12D (18) 

By definition, the Taylor scalar microscale can be obtained from the scalar 

energy spectrum: 
00 

f Ec(k)dk 
\ _~o ___ _ 
Ac - 00 

f k2Ec(k)dk 
(19) 

o 

By integrating Equation (13) over the inertial-convective sub range and Equa-

tion (16) over the viscous-convective subrange, Corrsin obtained 

1 [ (L 2) 1/3 1 
Tc = 2 4 -:- + (ll/ef/2 In Sc (20) 
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where Le is the integral length scale for the concentration field. This derivation 

applies only for Schmidt numbers, Se = v / D much greater than 1.0, as is the 

case for liquids. 

3.3 Modelling 

Modelling of the fluid mechanics of a three-dimensional turbulent regime 

requires the solution of four coupled partial differential equations. In Cartesian 

coordinates with constant density and laminar viscosity, these are: 

aUj =0 
ax· J 

(21) 

(22) 

where Vj is the Reynolds averaged velocity and P is the Reynolds averaged 

pressure. Equation (21) represents the time averaged turbulent conservation 

equations for the three components of velocity, and Equation (22) represents 

the time averaged continuity equation. This set of equations is not com

plete, since the Reynolds stress term, tLi1..tj, is not defined; this is called the 

closure problem. Many different strategies have been used to estimate this 

term. Bossinesq (1877) proposed using an "eddy viscosity", VI , to relate the 

Reynolds stresses to the velocity gradients: 

In the k-e model, which was used in this study, the eddy viscosity is 

kl 
VI = A~-

e 

(23) 

(24) 
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, € is the dissipation of turbulent kinetic 

energy, and A~ is a proportionality constant. Detennination of k and € requires 

the solution of two additional conservation equations: 

where 

G - (aUi aUj ) aUi -V, --+-- --
aXj aXj aXj 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

and Ai. and A,. are proportionality constants. Equations (21) thru (27) con-

sist of a closed set of equations, the solution of which will describe the velocities 

and turbulence levels within the tank. 

The turbulent balance equation for species i is: 

TJ
j 
aCj = Da2C; _ aUjCj + Ri 
aXj aXj aXj 

(28) 

where R. is the reaction rate term. This equation is coupled to the momentum 

equations due to the presence of the convective term. For a second-order 

irreversible reaction, A + B --+ Products, the reaction term for species A, RA , 

becomes 

(29) 

where K is the reaction rate constant. If J( also fluctuates, its correlations with 

CA and CB must be included. Therefore, two additional unknowns have been 

introduced by the Reynolds averaging procedure, U}CA and CACB. The term 
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UjCA relates the fluctuating concentration to the turbulence, and is modelled 

as a turbulent diffusion term: 

(30) 

where a c is the turbulent Schmidt number for concentration. 

In much the same way that UiUj was related to k, CACB can be related 

to the segregation, cr. A balance for the species segregation, C~, can be 

developed: 

- a~ a - aCA (aCA)2-Uj- = --UjC~ - 2UjCA-- - 2 Dc - - R. ax- ax ax- ax 1 1 1 1 

(31) 

Again, the introduction of another equation results in additional variables. 

As suggested by Spalding (1971), the production of segregation is similar to 

the production of turbulence energy, and the production term becomes, by 

analogy to Equation (23): 

- - 2 

aCA lit (aCA) 2UjCA-a . = -Ag1 - -a x, a, Xn 
(32) 

The dissipation term is estimated using the Corrsin model, Equation (20). An 

appropriate length scale is the integral length scale of the turbulence: 

(33) 

in which case the dissipation term becomes: 

(34) 
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The reaction tenn, R, is: 

R. = J( (c.;CACB + CBC~ + C~CB) (35) 

where the new correlation C~CB has been introduced. While another equation 

can be solved for this quantity, it is generally assumed that this higher-order 

moment is much smaller than the segregation and can be neglected. Using 

the Interdiffusion Model of Patterson (1970), the species correlation can be 

related to the species segregation: 

(36) 

where 

For stoichiometric feed ratio, this becomes: 

(37) 

The set of equations is now closed, and the species balance equation can be 

solved. 
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4.1 APPARATUS 
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The experimental apparatus consists of the stirred tank with its feed 

system, the fiber optic probe, and the instrumentation used to collect and 

analyze the data. 

Stirred Tank and Feed System 

The stirred tank and feed system is shown in Figure 4. The tank is 

of standard dimensional ratio (height/diameter=1.0) with four baffles. The 

tank is constructed of a 3.5 inch inside diameter plexiglas tube 3.5 inches long 

with the baffles glued to the inside wall. The ends of the tank are flat plex

iglas plates. The original tank consisted of two inlets and one outlet; each 

inlet carried an unpremixed reactant into the vessel. Prelih!inary results indi

cated that this flow scheme was unacceptable due to high entrance velocities, 

which caused interactions between the inlet jet and the impeller stream. Ad

ditionally, no plane of symmetry existed; therefore measurements would have 

been needed at axial-radial planes covering the entire 360 degrees. To remedy 

these problems, the inlet diameter was increased from 0.290" to 0.375/1 and 

the number of inlets was increased from two to four. This system can be seen 

in Figure 5. The resulting synunetry reduced the number of measurements 

required, and also reduced the complexity of the numerical scheme. 
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The reactants were originally pumped from the feed tank into the re

actor. Centrifugal pumps were selected to minimize pressure variations in the 

inlet. However, unacceptable results were still obtained due to a slow oscil

lation in the output of the pumps. It was necessary to devise a gravity feed 

system to guarantee constant head at the inlet of the vessel. The feed of each 

reactant was metered by rotameters. 

The impeller is shown in Figure 6. It is a standard flat bladed turbine 

with six blades mounted at equal distances around the perimeter of the disk. 

The standard ratio of turbine diameter to tank diameter of 1:3 is used. The 

turbine is located axially in the center of the tank. It is mounted on a 1/8/1 

diameter shaft, which extends the length of the tank. 

The tank was mounted on a milling table, which allowed radial and 

axial movement. The impeller was driven by a variable speed motor; the two 

were connected by a flexible cable which allowed movement of the vessel. To 

damp out vibration which might be transmitted from the cable to the tank, a 

piece of rubber tubing was used as a flexible joint to connect the cable to the 

mixer shaft. 

Fiber Optic Probe 

Initially, the method of Bockelman (1983) and Quigley (1984) was to 

be used to measure local concentrations at points inside the tank. In this 

method, the incident beam of light is focussed through a window in the side 

of the tank. The optics of the photomultiplier were focussed at a cross-section 
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of this beam to collect the light emitted from this measuring volume. Un

fortunately, this technique did not work for the reaction systems of interest. 

Unlike most fluorescent reactions, the one chosen by Bockelman and Quigley 

had reactants and products of equal absorptions. Uranine, unfortunately, ab

sorbs light differently in its fluorescent form than in its non-fluorescent form. 

This means that the incident light intensity at the measuring volume was not 

constant, and that the method was unacceptable. 

To overcome these difficulties, a bifurcated fiber optic measurement 

probe was designed. The probe is shown in Figure 7a. One bundle of fibers 

carried the incident light to the probe, and the other carried the fluoresced 

light to the detection system. The incident beam was narrow-band filtered to 

the excitation wavelength of uranine, and the collected light was filtered to 

the emission wavelength. This prevented unwanted background noise caused 

by incident light losses in the fibers crossing from one bundle to the other. 

Preliminary measurements of uranine fluorescence with the probe indi

cated that the spatial resolution of the probe was unacceptable. The probe 

would measure fluorescence from a large diffuse region near the tip. To rem

edy this situation, a small lens of 3mm focal length was glued to the tip of 

the probe. The focus of this lens then became the center of the measuring 

volume. 

In the initial design of the probe, the fibers were randomly distributed 

throughout the tip. This design was modified so that the incident fibers were 

arranged around the outside diameter and the detection fibers were placed 
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at the center, as shown in Figure 7b. The resulting measuring volume was 

smaller and the accuracy of the results was therefore improved. 

A view of the illwninated volwne of the probe is shown in Figure 8a. 

The beams leave the outer edge of the probe and intersect at the focal length 

of the lens. This creates an ellipsoidal volwne illwninated by the incident 

light. A more detailed view of the measuring volume is shown in Figure 8b. 

Computation of the measurement volume is difficult. Since the beams issu-

ing from the individual fibers contain light which is not well collimated, the 

light passing through the lens is not parallel. Therefore, some spreading of 

the beams results. Using standard classical optics equations, the beam waist 

diameters and length of waist intersections can be calculated for parallel light 

beams. The waist diameter, dw is: 

d
w 

= 4/\ 
7rd1 

(38) 

where Ai is the wavelength, / is the focal length of the lens, and d1 is the size 

of the Wlfocused beam. The intersection length is: 

d dw 

il = sin(~) (39) 

where e is the intersection angle of the beams. Based upon the assumptions 

of parallel beams and the data shown in Table 1, the waist diameter is 0.009 

nun, and the intersection length is 0.069 nun. Based on these dimensions, the 

maximum measuring frequency based upon the impeller tip speed is 4000 Hz. 

The measurement volwne for an ellipsoid is: 

7rd3 

Vm = 3 . we sm 
(40) 
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The resulting measurement volume of 3.3 x 10-6mm3 must be increased due 

to the non-parallel beams and the depth of field of the collecting optics. It 

would not be unreasonable for the total measurement volume to be 1000 times 

greater than that calculated under ideal conditions. Indeed, experiments with 

the probe show a beam length (based on 50 % of peak intensity) of 0.7 mm. 

This value was obtained by mounting the probe in front of a specular reflecting 

surface and measuring the output voltage as the distance was varied. Results 

are shown in Figure 9. Based on the tip velocity of the impeller, this yields a 

maximum measuring frequency of 480 Hz. 

Table 1. 

Parameters for the measuring volume calculation. 

Parameter Value 

f 3mm 

A 490 run 

d1 0.2 mm 
(} 15° 

Instrumentation 

The filtered fluoresced light was detected by an EM! Type 9558QB 

photomultiplier tube. A constant DC voltage was supplied to the tube by 

a Fluke 405B high voltage DC power supply; the resulting current output is 

then proportional to the intensity of the light. This current was converted 
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to voltage by using a resistor; the voltage drop across this resistor was pro-

portional to the current. A Burr-Brown 3640 isolation amplifier isolates the 

voltage difference across the resistor from the measuring devices. Initially, it 

was hoped that the output signal from this amplifier could be sampled digi

tally, and spectral information could be extracted from the signal. However, 

the maximum sampling frequency that could be obtained from the Tecmar 

Labmaster data aquisition board was fax below the maximum frequency of 

the turbulence. Digital sampling theory indicates that undersampling would 

alias the signal, and the resulting information would be useless. Therefore, the 

signal was passed through a TSI Model 1076 analog root-mean-squaxe volt

meter before being processed by the computer. The aliasing would not affect 

the mean of the signal, which allowed the computer to sample the average 

voltage output directly. 

A typical calibration curve for the probe is shown in Figure 10. At 

low concentrations of indicator, the output voltage is proportional to the con

centration. At higher concentrations, nonlinearities occur due to quenching. 

This means that so much of the incident light is being absorbed before the 

measuring volume that the intensity of the light in the volume decreases. 

All measurements were made below the indicator concentration level where 

quenching would occur. 
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4.2 METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 

Non-reactive Mixing Experiments 

For measurements of concentration and segregation in non-reactive mix

ing, one feed tank contained the fluorescent indicator uranine in a concentra

tion of 10-6 M and the other did not. The pH of both tanks was adjusted with 

NaOH to a value of 10.5. 

At this time, it was necessary to turn on the incident light source and 

the photomultiplier to allow approximately 15 minutes to equilibrate. 

The fiber-optic probe was positioned in the tank by placing it in the 

proper port, and fixing it in place with the lens touching the impeller shaft. 

The radial location of this position is equal to the shaft radius. Since the 

focus of the probe is not at the tip, it was necessary to correct the value of 

the radial location for the focal length, which was 3 mm. The milling table 

with the tank attached was moved, changing the location of the probe within 

the tank. 

The drive motor to the impeller was then set to the proper speed, and 

the feed of each solution was adjusted to 4.2 ml/sec. Since the residence 

time of the tank was 1 minute, the system was allowed to equilibrate for 

approximately 10 minutes. The computer was then instructed to take 10,000 

samples in 10 second sweeps. The sweep data was averaged and compared to 

a rtmning average of all the sweeps. \Vhen this value converged to within 1 %, 

the value was valid, and the probe was moved to a new radial location. 
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After all of the radial locations had been sampled, the flow was shut off, 

and the impeller speed was increased to 1000 rpm. This caused the tank to 

become thoroughly mixed. Another radial scan of the tank is made to measure 

the voltage obtained from the mixeC: fluid, V mix. The value at each point 

corresponds to the reference voltage. In this way, variables which affect the 

solution fluorescence, such as solution age, small pH variation, and position 

effects would be eliminated by proper normalization. The probe was then 

moved to a new axial port and the process was repeated until all axial locations 

had been sampled. 

The concentration results were normalized by the mixed voltage: 

CA V 
C A,mix - V mix 

( 41) 

where C A is the local concentration, C A,mlx is the average concentration in the 

tank, V is the average voltage from the photomultiplier tube, and V mix is the 

voltage measured under conditions of complete mixedness. The segregation 

results were obtained by subtracting out the background noise as follows: 

2 ( ,)2 (' )' cA _v - Vmix 
- 2 CA CB V mix 

(42) 

where v' is the root-mean-square voltage measured at the location, and V~,X is 

the noise measured under conditions of perfect mixedness. 

Reactive Mixing Experiments 

The procedure for taking data under reactive conditions was similar to 

that for non-reactive conditions. Two important adjustments to the method-

ology are necessary. 
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In the reactive mixing experiment, both feed tanks contained the flu-

ores cent indicator uranine in equal concentrations of 10-6 M. The pH in one 

tank was adjusted to 10.5 with NaOH, and the pH of the other tank was ad

justed to 3.45 with Hel. This corresponds to a stoichiometric ratio of 1.1:1. 

The excess acid is necessary to guarantee that the reaction goes to completion. 

If greater excesses of acid were used, however, the reaction would tend to be 

between the backmixed product and the limiting reactant, and not between 

the feed streams, a situation not desired in these experiments. The measure-

ment procedure is the same, but the reference voltages measured correspond 

to the fluorescence of the product. It should be noted that this fluorescence 

is an order of magnitude less than the true mixed (but unreacted) fluid. To 

achieve a true reference voltage, a mixture of the basic reactant with uranine 

is diluted with basic reactant without the uranine, as in the experiments with

out reaction. The calibration voltage, \/ ",irO, of this solution is then measured 

with the probe outside of the tank. After each radial profile, the probe was 

moved to a new axial location, as before. 

The analysis of the data was similar to the non-reacting case. The 

mixed voltage, V mix, was measured as before, but in this case it corresponds 

to the fluoresence of the fully reacted product. Since the fluoresence of the dye 

did not completely disappear in the final product. the average concentrations 

were measured as: 

~ V - Vm•x 

C A.m.x V m.xO 
(43) 
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where VmixO is the externally measured mixed concentration of unreacted fluid. 

The segregation is calculated as: 

(44) 

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A typical flow pattern in a cross-section of the tank between the baffles 

is shown in Figure 11. Large amounts of radial and tangential momentum 

are transferred to the fluid by the impeller; this is also the region of highest 

turbulence. The fluid flows outward toward the wall of the vessel, where the 

flow acquires the properties of a stagnating jet. It then flows upward (or 

downward) along the wall. The suction of the impeller causes an axial suction 

near the center of the tank, which results in the reentrainment of the fluid 

into the impeller jet. The result is that two recirculating zones are formed. 

Fresh reactant enters the domain at the top of the tank and flows downward 

toward the impeller, where it is mixed with other reactants and with the fluid 

in the tank. 

Values of the mean and fluctuating concentrations were measured at 

two axial-radial cross-sections, which were located at tangential locations of 

(}=o and (}=90 degrees. O-feed enters the (}=O plane, and F-feed enters the 

other plane. The best method of presenting the results is to use the scheme 

depicted in Figure 12. To a rough approximation, the order of the numbers 

follows a fluid streak line throughout the tank. 
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Non-reactive Case 

Experimental results of mean concentration and normalized segregation 

of the fluorescent tracer (non- reactive mixing) are shown in Figures 13 thru 

16. Interpretation of the results is difficult due to the three-dimensional tur

bulent nature of the flow. Flow visualization studies indicate that reactant 

entering the tank slowly meanders in a spiral motion as it moves axially to

ward the impeller. The scale of this motion is large and is highly dependent 

on the impeller rotation rate. Mixing is most rapid at the tip of the impeller 

blades, where the turbulence level is greatest and the scale of the turbulence is 

the smallest. Examination of Figure 13 demonstrates this behavior at 45 rpm. 

The maximum concentration of component F (fluorescent uranine) occurs at 

location 10 in the F-feed plane, which is nearest the entrance. A correspond

ing minimum occurs in the O-feed plane, due to the non- fluorescence of the 

O-stream (no uranine). The maximum possible value of normalized concen

tration is 2.0, but the maximum measured concentration was 1.6; this is the 

result of the large scale eddies in the entrance region which convect mix:ed 

fluid as well as unmixed tracer through the measuring volume. At this lo

cation, the fluctuating concentration (segregation) is also the maximum, as 

can be seen in Figure 14. The normalized concentration at location 15, the 

impeller tip, is actually lower than the mean in the F-feed plane, and cor

respondingly higher in the O-feed plane (see Figure 5). The concentration 

maximum at the impeller tip is located in the 90° plane; this is a consequence 

of the three-dimensional swirling of the inlets. The highly segregated fluid is 
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Figure 14. Experimental segregation results for 45 rpm with no re
action. 
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convected into the impeller stream, which results in a segregation peak in the 

O-plane at location 15 (see Figure 14). The segregation then decays rapidly 

in the impeller stream. The segregation in the remainder of the tank shows 

less variation and much lower segregation. 

As the impeller speed is increased to 180 rpm, the swirling in the en

trance region is increased. As a result, the normalized concentration remains 

much closer to the mean, as can be seen in Figure 15. The increased swirling 

also causes the maximum concentration in the entrance region to be located in 

the opposite feed plane. At the tip of the impeller and throughout the impeller 

stream, the normalized concentration approaches uniformity. The segregation 

peaks at the inlet, location 10, and decays two orders of magnitude in the 

entrance and impeller regions, as can be seen in Figure 16. Unlike the results 

at 45 rpm, a secondary peak at location 15 does not occur. This is due to a 

greater entrainment of fluid into the impeller stream, which results in a differ

ent flow pattern in the entrance region. The other regions of the tank are well 

mixed with segregations below 10-4
• In addition, two important differences 

occur between the results at 45 rpm and 180 rpm. First, the peak of the 

normalized concentration is much lower at 180 rpm than 45 rpm. This indi

cates that mixing in the entrance region is greater at higher impeller speeds. 

Secondly, the segregation at the tip of the impeller is much higher at 45 rpm 

than at 180 rpm, and the rate of the decrease of segregation in the impeller 

stream is inversely proportional to the tip velocity. This confirms that the 

exponential decay model of Corrsin is suitable since the ratio of c / k changes 
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proportionally with the tip velocity. Numerical values of concentration and 

segregation are tabulated in Appendix B. 

Reactive Case 

The normalized concentration and segregation data for reactive flow is 

shown in Figures 17 thru 20. At 45 rpm, Figure 17, a concentration maximum 

occurs in the entrance region. Reactant is convected into the impeller stream 

at location 15, where the concentration decreases rapidly, due to the reaction. 

Again, as in the non-reacting case, the peak concentration at the impeller tip 

occurs in the opposite plane, due to the swirling of the inlet. The concentration 

throughout the remainder of the vessel indicates ahnost complete conversion 

of the reactant. The segregation at 45 rpm, Figure 18, peaks at the entrance 

and at the tip of the impeller, after which it decreases rapidly due to mixing 

in the turbulent impeller jet. The segregation in the mixed regions of the tank 

is significantly lower than in the non-reacting case; this is due to the reduction 

of the reactant concentration by the reaction. 

At 180 rpm, Figure 19, the normalized concentration barely shows a 

peak, even in the entrance region. This confirms the conclusion that mixing 

in the entrance region is important, particularly at higher impeller speeds. 

The conversion near the exit end of the tank is almost complete, but a very 

low concentration of reactant can still be detected at the entral1ce end of 

the tank. As can be seen in Figure 20, the peak segregation occurs near 

the entrance and is convected into the impeller. The combined effects of the 
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mixing and the reaction cause a rapid drop in the segregation in the impeller 

region. Segregation could not be measured in the exit end of the tank as it was 

below the minimum detection levels. Numerical values of the concentration 

and segregation are tabulated in Appendix B. 
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Chapter 5 

MODELLING OF THE STIRRED TANK REACTOR 

The ultimate goal of predicting the behavior of the stirred tank reactor 

involves solving the balance equations throughout the domain. A proprietary 

computer program called FLUENT (Creare Corp.) was used as a starting 

point to develop a solution method. FLUENT uses a finite-volume formulation 

to discretize the differential equations. A line-by-line technique is applied to 

extend the formulation to three-dimensions. For more detail on the solution 

technique, refer to Appendix A. 

The three-dimensional domain of the solution is shown in Figure 21. 

FLUENT allows solution in cylindrical coordinates, and the dimensions were 

set to correspond to those of the experimental tank. The maximum number of 

nodes allowed by FLUENT as dimensioned was 10,000; these were distributed 

such that there were 21 cells in the axial direction, 15 cells in the radial 

direction and 25 cells in the tangential direction. A non-uniform grid spacing 

was used; this allowed fine-scale grids in the high gradient regions in the 

impeller stream. The spacing of the grids was primarily determined by the 

dimensions of the tank. A 180 degree cross section was sufficient for a complete 

solution, since the CYCLIC option of the program allows edges of the domain 

to be connected; the outflow at one boundary becomes inflow at the other 

boundary. The experimental apparatus was designed so that a cyclic plane 
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existed; this reduced the computational complexity in the numerical solutions 

by a factor of 2, since only half of the tank needed to be simulated. 

5.1 St .. bility and Accuracy of the Numerical Method 

It is i· .lportant at this time to consider the stability and accuracy of 

the numerical method. As the numerical solution proceeds, the results of each 

iteration should more closely approach the correct solution. This is called 

iteration convergence. Iteration convergence and stability are interrelated; an 

unstable solution will not converge to a suitable solution. FLUENT calculates 

a residual for each variable; these residuals are an indication of the total error 

in the balance equation, summed over all cells in the domain. Residual values 

are reported for each variable at each iteration. If the residuals decrease as 

the solution proceeds, a stable solution will result. \Vhile examination of the 

residuals is informative, it was not useful as a determination of converg<'nce 

in this study. Since FLUENT has the ability of using results from a previous 

run as the initial conditions, a series of convergence plots nonnalized in dif

ferent ways resulted. During the final stages of convergence, no change in the 

reported residuals could be detected, but values in the impeller stream would 

change significantly as the solution proceeded. Therefore, the criteria which 

was used to determine convergence was that each of the values in the impeller 

stream were within 1% after 1000 iterations. 

Stability can only be examined analytically for simple linear differential 

equations. For a linear one-dimensional advection-diffusion equation solved 
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by using a forward time and centered space differencing scheme, a stable so-

lution is obtained when the diffusion number, Nd = (D ~t)/(~X)2 ::s 1/2 and 

the Courant number Nco = (Uc ~t) / (~x) ::s 1. For multi-dimensional prob

lems, and for problems containing nonlinear terms, more restrictive stability 

requirements would apply. For these systems, a rigorous stability analysis is 

impossible, and numerical experimentation may be required to determine the 

stability limits. 

FL UENT uses an underrelaxation scheme to improve stability. The 

weighting factor, WI' determines the possible amount of change at each iter

ation: 

where ¢l' is the value of the variable from the previous iteration, q;. is the 

newly calculated value of the variable, and q;n+l is the value resulting from 

this iteration. The effect of reducing the weighting factor is to increase the 

stability of the solution; by analogy to an unsteady system, this corresponds to 

using smaller time increments. The serious consequence of using the weighting 

factor is that the speed of convergence is reduced, and much more computing 

time is required. For this work, WI was set to a value of 0.2. 

Stability will also be improved if a reasonable estimate of the solution is 

used as the initial condition of the system. FLUENT allows this through the 

use of the PATCH option. Some works have found that a poor initial guess 

can cause a non-linear instability (Roache, 19i2). For the flow simulation, 

the velocities and turbulence levels in the impeller stream were initially set 
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to those measured by Wu, and for the mixing solutions, concentrations were 

initialized to the mixed value, and segregations were initialized to the product 

of the mixed concentrations. 

The cumulative nature of the solution technique mentioned above re

sulted in a large number of iterations for the final solution. The flow sim

ulation, in which the fluid flow patterns were determined, used 22,000 itera

tions; the mixing simulation, used 16,000 iterations for the concentrations, and 

26,000 iterations for the segregation. Thus, convergence of the final solution 

was assured. 

A stable solution is not necessarily an accurate solution. For simple 

systems, accuracy can be analyzed by comparing results to the analytical 

solution. Based on such an analysis, the central-difference scheme is said to 

be second order accurate with respect to step size. For more complex systems, 

simulation results must be compared with experimental data to determine 

suitability of the method. In general, however, the accuracy will improve as 

the step sizes are reduced. This, however, results in increased computational 

load. 

Increased accuracy can be obtained by using non-unifom grid spacing. 

The step sizes can be reduced in regions of steep gradients, and larger step 

sizes can be used in the remainder. Figure 22 show the grid spacing used in 

this simulation. Since the gradients are steepest at the impeller tip, the grids 
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Figure 22. Grid used in the nwnerical simulation. 
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are finest in this region. N ear the corners of the tank the grid spacing is much 

larger. 

5.2 Flow Simulation 

Before solution of the species equations could be performed, the mo

mentum equations had to be solved. It is important to note that, for the 

purposes of this work, the momentum equations and species equations were 

uncoupled; parameters in the momentum equations did not depend on com

position, and temperature was assumed to remain constant. Although the 

acid-base reaction used for the experiment was highly exothennic, the con

centrations of reactants were very small and the temperature changes were 

minimal. Significant effort was involved in selecting a suitable method of sim

ulating the impeller. At our request, Creare Corp. incorporated a means for 

FIXing certain variables at locations within the tank. Velocities and turbu

lence levels corresponding to those at the impeller tip could then be FIXed at 

the location where the impeller would be located in the domain. Due to the 

thorough nature of the measurements, the experimental results of \Vu (1988) 

were chosen to establish the impeller tip velocities and turbulence levels. Ve

locities were scaled by the impeller tip velocity; turbulence levels were scaled 

by the square of the tip velocity; energy dissipation was scaled by constant 

power number. Much effort was involved with trials of suitable impeller region 

discretization schemes; it was determined that a 5-cell axial width impeller re

tained the characteristics of the impeller jet without significantly increasing 
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the computational complexity. The real impeller jet consists of two highly tur

bulent trailing vortices exiting above and below the centerline of the impeller. 

The center of the impeller stream has a high velocity with a low turbulence 

level, and the edges have a lower velocity and a higher level of turbulence, due 

to the trailing vortices. The five-cell impeller allowed these conditions to be 

met, as can be seen in Figures 23 and 24. Wu corrected the kinetic energy 

to remove non-random vortex components of the turbulence; these corrected 

energies were used in the simulation. 

Comparison between the scaled results of Wu and the numerical results 

of FLUENT are shown in Figures 25 through 32. The radial and tangential 

velocities show good agreement with the experimental measurements. The 

kinetic energy and dissipation results are less encouraging. In the center of the 

impeller stream, Figure 29, the kinetic energy peak is half the measured value 

at the radial distance of 1.5. At the edge of the impeller stream, Figure 30, 

the nwnerical solution predicts that there is no peak in kinetic energy, and the 

trend near the impeller tip is opposite of that measured. What is occurring 

in the simulation is that turbulence kinetic energy is diffusing from the higher 

intensity outer edge of the impeller stream inward toward the center, as can 

be seen by the increase of kinetic energy near the impeller tip in Figure 30. 

However, in the real impeller jet, the periodic vortex components decay into 

random turbulence some distance from the tip of the impeller, adding to the 

turbulence levels. The model can not accurately deal with this situation. If 

the total kinetic energy (random + non-random) were used in the model, the 
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mixing rates near the tip of the impeller would be too great. The ideal solution 

to this problem would be to include a source tenn in the turbulence kinetic 

energy equation which would allow transfer of energy from periodic to non-

periodic. This, however, is a complex undertaking, and therefore was beyond 

the scope of this project. Since the mixing is related to the ratio of the kinetic 

energy to the dissipation, a correction factor matrix was introduced in the 

computation of the mixing rates. This factor corrected the numerical ratio of 

the mixing time, k / c, so that it would match the experimentally measured 

profiles in the impeller region. The predicted and corrected values of k / care 

shown in Figures 33 and 34. The correction factors are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. 

Correction Factors at 45 RPM. 

Impeller center Impeller edge 

(E/ D)wu/(E/ D)Sim (E/ D)wj(E/ D)Sim 

1.08 1.00 1.00 
1.19 0.80 1.07 

1.38 0.78 1.00 

1.67 0.79 0.97 
1.92 0.78 1.00 
2.20 0.92 0.85 

2.45 
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Table 2. 

Correction Factors at 180 RPM. 

Impeller center Impeller edge 

(E / D)wj(E / D)Sim (E/ D)wj(E/ D)sim 

1.08 1.00 1.00 

1.19 0.68 1.10 
1.38 0.66 0.94 
1.67 0.69 0.80 

1.92 0.73 0.93 
2.20 0.88 0.93 
2.45 0.95 0.93 

5.3 Mixing Simulation 

Having completed an acceptable simulation of the flow in the domain, 

and given that a correction of k / c must be made for the mixing predictions, 

solution of the species and segregation balance equations can be performed. 

CREARE provided the necessary source code which allowed incorporation of 

the models into FLUENT by adding additional subroutines. The code for the 

segregation balance subroutine can be found in Appendix C. The subroutines 

for the species balance equations also were modified to incorporate the seg

regation closure and finite reaction rate kinetics. These are also included in 
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Appendix C. The values of the constants used in the simulation are given in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. 

Constants used in the numerical simulation. 

Constant Value 

AI' 0.09 

O'k 1.0 

Ale 1.44 

A2e 1. 92 

O'c 0.35 
All 4.0 
All 1.1 

{3 1.0 

The solution requires the determination of two empirical constants, the 

Corrsin constant for the dissipation of segregation, A 6 , and the Spalding con-

stant for the generation of segregation, AGI . The determination of the Corrsin 

constant was made by simulating the turbulent plug-flow reactor of Vassilatos 

(1965). The turbulent mixing in this reactor has been carefully studied. The 

fluid can be considered initially segregated, and the segregation decays with 

axial distance from the feed point. An important characteristic of this reactor 

is that segregation was not generated, which allows the Corrsin constant to be 

detennined independently of the Spalding constant. A reaction rate constant 
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of 1 m3 /kgo-sec was used. Based on this value, mixing is the rate limiting step. 

For more details on the relative rates, see the Comparison of Results section. 

From these simulations, the Corrsin constant was determined to have a value 

of 1.1; Corrsin's (1964) theoretical estimate was 4, and Spalding {1971} used 

a value of 10. Figure 35 shows a comparison between the simulation and the 

results of Vassilatos. 

Non-reactive Ca3e 

Non-reactive mixing involves only the turbulent diffusion of matter, and 

the species balance equations do not depend upon the segregation. Therefore, 

the first simulations were of non-reactive mixing. The solution of the species 

balance equations were completed, followed by a solution of the segregation 

balance equation based on the established scalar field. The species concen

tration values were normalized so that the concentrations of the entering jets 

were 1.0. The value of the Spalding constant was determined to be 4.0; the 

detennination of this value was made by comparing values of predicted segre

gation at the impeller tip with the experimental measurements, which is the 

most important location because the reaction rate is at a maximum there. 

Spalding (1971) used a value of 3.0. 

Numerical results of these simulations are given in Figures 36 through 

39. At 45 rpm, the peak concentration of 2.0 for component F occurs at the 

entrance, position 11. The sharp peaks indicate that minimal mixing is occur

ring in this region. The concentration decreases rapidly in the impeller stream, 
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and, due to the tangential motion, decreases below the mixed concentration 

of 1.0. This indicates that the mixing is incomplete in the exit region of the 

tank. As can be seen in Figure 37, the segregation curves show minimums 

in the corners of the tanks, and mrucimwn values at the entrance and the tip 

of the impeller; it decreases rapidly in the impeller stream. The values of 

concentration are almost equal in the F-plane and O-plane near the exit. 

At 180 rpm, Figure 38, the peak concentration in the entrance region 

is 1.25, indicating that fluid is mixing in the entrance region. By the time the 

fluid reaches the impeller tip, location 15, the concentration approaches 1.0, 

which indicates the fluid is well mixed by this point. Figure 39 shows that 

the segregation reaches the maximwn in the entrance region and decreases 

rapidly in the impeller stream. Near the exit end of the tank, the segregation 

was less than 10-5 , which is below the minimum threshold of the experimental 

measurements. For both the 45 rpm and 180 rpm cases, "here was little 

difference predicted between the segregation in the F-plane and the O-plane. 

Reactive Ca3e 

The non-reacting results were used as the initial conditions for the sim

ulations with reaction. In this solution, the species and segregation equations 

are coupled via the reaction terms. Again, the inlet species concentrations 

were normalized at the entrance. The maximum rate constant for which a 

stable solution resulted was used. This corresponds to a value of 1 m3 /kgo-

sec. Results for reaction are shown in Figures 40 through 43. Figure 40 shows 
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the concentration results at 45 rpm; the maximum peak of 2.0 in the entrance 

region indicates that the fluid is unmixed; mixing occurs rapidly in the im

peller stream. As can be seen in Figure 41, the segregation is minimum in 

the corners of the tank, points 6 and 28, and reaches a maximum in the en

trance region. At 180 rpm, Figure 42, a much smaller peak of 0.5 occurs in 

the entrance region; the fluid in the impeller stream shows a very low aver

age. Examination of Figure 43 shows that the segregation again peaks in the 

entrance region, decreases rapidly in the impeller stream, and, beyond point 

21, is below a level of 10-5
• 

5.4 Comparison With Experimental Results 

Non-reactive Case 

Examination of the normalized concentration results shows important 

differences between the numerical and the experimental results, particularly 

in the entrance region. As can be seen in Figure 44, for the non-reactive case 

at 45 rpm, the numerical concentration at peaks at location 11 with a value 

of 2.0, which means that no mixing has occurred and a jet of pure reactant is 

reaching that point. The experimental results indicate a much lower peak of 

1.5. Flow visualization studies provided an insight into this difference. As the 

jet of unmixed fluid enters the tank, it interacts with the flow patterns within 

the tank; the result is a low frequency meandering of the jet. As a result, 

the average concentrations are closer to the mean. The jet, however, does not 

disperse, as it would in a turbulent region. Instead, it retains coherence as 
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it spirals toward the impeller. The numerical solution is unable to effectively 

deal with this situation. At 180 rpm, Figure 45, the inlet jet is deflected 

by tangential motion in the entrance region; the meandering is superimposed 

upon this deflection. In addition, the turbulence levels in the inlet region are 

high enough to cause some mixing to occur. Since the numerical method can 

only deal with the mixing and deflection, the average concentration is still 

higher in the entrance region at 180 rpm, though the peak value is only 1.25. 

More importantly, though, the concentration results in the impeller region 

show good agreement with the experimental measurements. 

The segregation curves at 45 rpm are shown in Figure 46. While the 

segregation values at the exit end of the tank are well represented, the results 

in the most important region, the impeller stream, show significant deviation. 

These results illustrate a disappointing failure of t.he model. The parameter 

(As) chosen for the model were based upon results at 180 rpm. If the model 

could be generally applied, identical values of the constants should provide 

the correct results at 45 rpm. A possible explanation for this failure is that 

the assumption of power number similarity used in scaling the data of Wu 

did not apply. The Reynolds number based on the impeller diameter is 4500 

at 180 rpm, but only 1100 at 45 rpm. As can be seen in Figure 1, the lower 

impeller speed corresponds to the transition region of the power consumption 

curve. Experimental values of turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation at 

the impeller tip at 45 rpm would improve the agreement between model and 
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experiment. The segregation results at 180 rpm, Figure 47, show good agree

ment in the impeller region and in the corners of the tank. The model predicts 

that the segregation in the exit end of the tank was below 10-5
, while the ex

perimental results are slightly higher. Segregation measurements at such a 

low level are near the minimum detection level of the equipment. 

Reactive Case 

An issue of importance when comparing experimental results with the 

modelling results for the reacting case is the equivalence of the reaction rates. 

To do this, it is convenient to compare the reaction time constant Tr = l/(J(Co ) 

with the mixing time constant T", ~ k / e. The comparison of the experimental 

values of these time constants is shown in Table 4. The reaction time constant 

for the model is significantly larger than the actual rate constant for the re

action system. This is due to the upper limit on K (1 m3 /kgo-sec) that could 

be used without causing instability in the numerical model. Since even Tr of 

0.001 sec is much smaller than the lowest mixing time constant, the mixing 

rate was always rate controlling. Thus, comparisons between the model re

sults and experimental results are valid, since the mixing time constants were 

about the same for both impeller speeds. 
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Table 4. 

Experimental and numerical time constants. 

Model Experiment 

Agitation Rate TR TMt TR TMt 

(sec.) (sec.) (sec.) (sec.) 

45 rpm 0.001 0.13 3.3x 10-7 0.13 

180 rpm 0.001 0.07 3.3x 10-7 0.07 

t tip edge 

The simulation results with chemical reaction exhibit similar behavior. 

Figure 48 shows the nonnalized concentrations at 45 rpm. Again, the nu

merical results in the entrance region are much higher than the experimental 

measurements. It is surprising that good agreement is obtained in the im-

peller region. At 180 rpm, Figure 49, the peak in the entrance region is again 

observed, for the same reasons as stated above. The segregation results are 

compared in Figures 50 and 51. The predicted results at 45 rpm are slightly 

higher than those experimentally measured in the impeller region. The great

est discrepancy is shown at point 14. A similar disagreement occurs at this 

point for the non-reacting results, which indicates that the entrainment of the 

entering jet by the impeller stream as predicted by the model is too great. The 
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comparison of segregation results at 180 rpm, Figure 51, shows good agree-

ment at the corners of the tank and in the impeller region. Again, in order to 

obtain good agreement in these regions, the model must predict segregations 

in the entrance region which are too large. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The turbulent mixing in a tubine agitated baffled stirred tank has been stud

ied. As a result, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. The technique of using fluorescent indicators to study both reacting and 

non-reacting flows was sucessful. The fluoresence was proportional to the 

concentration of indicator at high dilutions. After proper selection of a 

photomultiplier tube and optimization of the electronics, indicator con

centrations as low as 2.5 x 10-7 M. and as high as 2.0 x 10-6 M. can be 

detected. Even higher concentrations could be detected if correction for 

non-linearities were made. 

2. The fluoresence probe eliminates the difficulties involved with using a non

intrusive optical technique, such as absorption of incident light along the 

path length and change of focus due to refraction from the tank walls. The 

disadvantage, however, is the interference that the probe causes with the 

flow. 

3. The arrangement of the fibers at the tip of the probe had a major effect 

on the spatial resolution of the probe. Locating the incident fibers at the 

outer circumference of the probe provided the optimum resolution. 

4. The resulting measurements provide a good basis for testing models of 

simple second-order reactions in stirred tanks. If a more complex series-
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parallel reaction which involves fluorescent reactants or products could be 

fOWld, the methods developed in this study would be useful. 

The numerical study provided a number of insights into the shortcomings of 

existing models: 

5. The five-cell wide impeller allowed suitably detailed boundary conditions 

for the impeller stream. The single-peak shape of velocity profiles and 

double-peak shape of the turbulence energy and dissipation profiles can be 

adequately simulated. 

6. The k-€ method could not adequately describe the vortex behavior of the 

impeller stream. If the total kinetic energy, which includes random and 

periodic elements, was used, the mixing rates in the impeller stream were 

too high. If the random kinetic energy was used, the mixing rates in the 

impeller stream were too low. What is needed for the simulation of stirred 

tanks is a new model which incorporates an appropriate mechanism for the 

transfer of energy from periodic (vortex) flow to turbulent flow. 

7. The calculated mixing of reactants in the impeller stream agreed well with 

the experimental measurements. Thus, the model accurately predicts the 

behavior in this important region. The model fails, however, to adequately 

describe the turbulent diffusion and mixing in the entrance region of the 

tank, due to the low-frequency meandering of the inlet jets which seems to 

be caused by random fluctuations (instability) in pressure gradients. 
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8. Limitations of computer time forced certain restrictions on the model. 

Specifically, simulations using finer grids was not possible. Tests of the 

accuracy of the simulations could also be made by using progressively finer 

grids. Future modelling should be done on a supercomputer, if possible. 
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APPENDIX A 

Numerical Solution 

Fluent uses a finite volume formulation of the governing differential 

equations. Following the analysis of Pantakar, let us examine the one dimen

sional convective-diffusion equation for property ~: 

ua~ = .E..rd~ + S 
P ax ax dx 

(A.l) 

Multiplying by dx and integrating gives: 

where e and w correspond to the east and west boundaries of the control vol

ume, as shown in Figure 47. If we approximate the property at the boundary 

with a linear interpolation: 

(A.3) 

where ¢>P corresponds to the property at the center of the control volume, and 

~E and ~w correspond to the property at the center of the control volumes to 

the east and west of the cell. The factor of i implies that the cell wall is placed 

midway between the nodes; a different weighting scheme would be necessary 

if this were not true. 

If the derivative is represented with a standard central difference: 

(AA) 
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Equation A.2 becomes 

4(pU).(<PE+<PP)-4(pU) .. (<Pp+<Pw) = r·(<P8x~<PP) - r"(<P8x~<Pw) + 1w 

Sdx 

(A.5) 

where r. is determined by linear interpolation. Rearranging Equation A.5, we 

find 

where: 

ap = (pU). + 4 J:. + (pU) .. - 4 J: .. 
aE = (pU). _.! r. 

2 ox. 
aw = (pU) .. _ ! r w 

2 ox .. 
b = 1w 

Sdx (04.6) 

If we examine the entire domain, where P varies from 1 to N, the equa-

tions fonn a standard tridiagonal formulation: 

a' a2 <PI bl 1 

al a2 a3 <P2 b2 
a2 a3 a. <P3 b3 (A.7) -

aN-2 aN-l aN <PN-l bN- 1 

aN-l a' <PN bN N 

The values in the corners of the aj matrix, a'l' and a~ are modifiied values of 

a, and aN to account for the boundary conditions. 



The important operations, in the order of their execution, are: 

1. Guess the pressure field p •. 

2. Solve the momentum equations to obtain U·. 

3. Solve the pi equation. 

4. Calculate P by adding pi to p •. 

5. Calculate U from its starred value using the 

velocity-correction formulas. 
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6. Solve the discretization equation for other ¢>'s (such as temperature, 

concentration, and turbulence quantities) it they influence the flow 

field through fluid properties, source terms, etc. (If a particular ¢> 

does not influence the flow wield, it is better to calculate it after a 

converged solution for the flow field has been obtained.) 

7. Treat the corrected pressure P as a new guessed pressure p., re

turn to step 2, and repeat the whole procedure until a converged 

solution is obtained. 
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APPENDIX B 

Tables of Experimental Data 



Tablc 4. 

Normalizcd Conccntt-atioll Rcsults 

No rcaction, 45 rpm 

Conccntration ratio of F 

Radial distance Axial distance 

(inches) (inches) 

-1.25 -0.G25 0.0 0.G25 1.25 

0.'10 1.52 1.10 1.02 O.OG 

O.GO 1.38 I.OG l.03 O.OG 

0.80 1.15 1.04 0.80 1.00 0.99 

1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.99 0.98 

1.20 1.07 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.97 

1.'10 I.OG 0.97 0.05 0.07 0.95 

I.GO 1.0G 0.9G 0.9G 0.97 0.95 

...... 
~ 



'l'aLle ::i. 

No reaction, 45 rpm 

Nonnalized Segregation Results x 103
• 

Radial distance Axial distance 

(inches) (inches) 

-1.2[, -0.G2[' 0.0 0.G2[' 

DAD 3D. D.7 1.1 

O.GO 25. ·1.2 .71 

0.80 [,.1 1.D G.2 .GO 

1.00 1.1 ... ') ., - 3.5 .30 

1.20 .3D .40 1.4 .18 

lAO .28 .1D .88 .25 

I.GO .28 .1D .77 .23 

* Sq~l q~al,iol1 vilh\(' IlI'l()\v dl'l.c("j,ioll li11lit,s. 

1.25 

1.2 

.88 

.38 

.24 

.17 

.1 [, 

.28 

..... 
w 
CJ1 



Tablc G. 

Normalizcd Conccntration Rcsults 

No rcaction, 180 rpm 

Concclltratioll ratio of F 

Radial distance Axial distance 

(inches) (inches) 

-1.25 -0.G25 0.0 0.G25 1.25 

0040 1.0G 0.98 0.99 1.00 

O.GO 1.05 0.9G 1.00 1.01 

0.80 1.04 0.98 1.04 1.00 0.99 

1.00 1.0-1 0.99 1.01 0.98 1.00 

1.20 1.0·1 0.99 1.04 0.99 1.00 

1.40 1.0·1 1.00 1.04 0.99 0.99 

1.GO 1.02 l.01 1.04 0.99 0.99 

...... 
c,..) 
Q) 



Table 7. 

No reaction, 180 rpm 

Normalized Segregation Results x 103
• 

Radial distallce Axial distallce 

(illches) (inches) 

-1.25 -0.G25 0.0 0.G25 

0.40 a.a 12. .02G 

O.GO :J .:~ 5.a .0'11 
0.80 1.;) ') --. , ') --. , .020 

1.00 .9a 1.2 1.4 .011 

1.20 .22 .37 .5G .015 

1.40 .oao .088 .44 .02G 

1. GO .073 .07a .la .044 

* Segregat.ioll value below dd.('ct.ioll lilllit.s. 

1.25 

.0·18 

.0elG 

.031 

.015 

.033 

.032 

.032 

~ 

c..J 
--l 



Tablc 8. 

Normalizcd Concentration Results 

Reaction, 45 rpln 

COllcclltratioll ratio of F 

Radial distcmce Axial distallce 

(inclies) (inches) 

-1.25 -0.G2[' 0.0 0.G2[' 1.2[, 

OAO 1.13 0.11 D.OO 0.00 

O.GO 0.73 0.07 0.00 0.00 

0.80 0.30 0.03 0.21 0.00 0.00 

1.00 0.15 0.03 0.11 0.00 0.00 

1.20 0.07 0.04 0.07 0.00 0.00 

lAO (l.O7 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 

l.GO O.D·l O.OI 0.0:1 0.01 0.00 

~ 

""' 00 



Table 9. 

Ileaction, 45 rpm 

Normalized Segregation Results x 103
• 

Radial distallce Axial distance 

(inches) (inches) 

-1. 2[) -0.G25 0.0 0.G25 

0.40 GO. 24, * 
O.GO G9. G.3 * 
0.80 IS. 1.2 9.8 * 
1.00 ')~ -. , .44 3.G * 
1.20 .20 1.3 1.8 * 
1.40 .15 .087 2.1 .0[)1 

1.GO .02S .0'J8 .9G .O[) 1 

* Segrcgation valllc helo\\" deted,ioll limits. 

1.25 

.043 

.019 

0.0074 

* 
* 

.023 

.019 

1-0' 
C,...) 
<0 



Table 10. 

Normalized Concentration Results 

Reaction, 180 rpm 

Concentration ratio of F 

Radial distance Axial dist.ance 

(inches) (inches) 

-1.25 -0.G25 0.0 0.G25 1.25 

0.40 0.05 0.09 0.00 0.00 

O.GO 0.0,1 O.Otl 0.00 0.00 

O.SO 0.02 0.03 O.OG 0.00 0.00 

1.00 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 

1.20 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 

lAO 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 

1.GO (Ull 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 

~ 

~ o 



Table 11. 
Reaction, 180 rpln 

Normalized Segregation Results x 103
• 

Radial dist.ance Axial distance 

(inches) (inches) 

-1.25 -0.G25 0.0 0.G25 1.25 

0.40 8.1 14. * * 
O.GO 7.0 3.2 * * 
0.80 1.G 1.7 3.G * * 
1.00 .23 1.1 1.5 * * 
1.20 .078 .13 .38 * * 
1.40 .011 .011 .1S * * 
1.GO '" .01·1 .022 * * 

* Segregation vallie below detect.ion lilllits. 

~ 

~ 
~ 
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APPENDIX C 

FL VENT Subroutines 



SUBROUTIN~ FCA~C 

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC:CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCeecceeceee 
e e 
C 

C 

'FCA~C' UPDATES ~I~LD 0: sp~c:~S :. C 

C 
CCCCCCCCCCCcccccccecccccccccccccceecccccececccccccceccccccccceec 

:~CLUDE 'COMMON.FOR' 

c 

INC~UDE 'COM~ON2.FOR' 

INT::C;~R N 
F ES:-1.;:·: = 'J. 0 
FRE:S = 0.0 
FAPS = 0.0 
CRF = C'x:: 
IF(~I7::R.G::.~~R2S~) UxF = ~R2: 
DO ' K = l,NK 
co , = , 

,~J - ~ -
DO . = 1- ,01I - -

c c::::e:·: :O? 30:..:::J:.?:::S .... 
::(:":.:::J.:C:') ;C:-O :! 

c 

.:'.? ( :..) = :, .. ~ 

S:.:(:") = :;3:''::(=::')) 

CO':"J : 

C CA:"C~:'AT:: :.D. CC'::F:ICi'::~:-S .... 

e 
G.:':' .':(02:: (S:':?, C?, ?PR~m, F,:': :;:..;? ) 

!F(:CC~~.'::C.0) :H::~ 

:c~::;..~=; . 
F?;"C: =: . 
. ~::;~O 5 

VOL~ME = SX(I)·XAR::A 
FCREAT = - PR~::XP*JEN(L)*O(L)*VO~U~'::*J'::~(L) 

c " EXP(-ACT:V~":T(L)-29a. )/G':'SCON 1.J,]0.01(L)/298.) 
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: F ( :: ( :.. ) . :.. T . 1 . J:: -15 . OR . F ( L) . :.. ':' . ;, . ~.::-: 5 . OR. 0 ( !.. ) . :.. T . ~ . J E -15) ~ r.:' .• 

GOTe) 5 

ENDIF' 
~F';':::T=(?S(=.)·:S(L) 'O(L)/O(L) F(L)) 
:F(::ACT.GT.?(L)) F?ACT=F(L) 

:FACT=:CR::Ar*~:;CT 

') CONTlt\CE 



c 

;;1.;(:') 

S?(:') 
= Su(:"') 
= S?(:') 

JSLE(C?*?r:) - ?~~C7 • ~MAS~X(:')) 

C? - AMA5ZX(:.) - 3~A5EX(L) + FC?~~~ 

C JO TSE BO~NDA~:ES .... 

c 

O.L:" ":.L!t::q LIT?, F, :?R~D) 
CALL AF~~X(FF:~~) 

c c.!..:'C:J:'p-'':'~ C:::~;-:'~E CO::::::C:::::.;-:, :::::C .... 
CA::" ~C~~-:'~(?/F?E5,?A?S/U~F) 

i ca~;: ~ ~:~E 

J: F ( :/Oti!:'? . EO. ~) '/:?: T£ ( : C , 6) R ':::=~~;'.:': , : ?:··.:..x , .;~t·!.::..:·: ,::?:':.::",: 

6 FO?MAT(' SP~CI~S F -'j 
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1 M';X:MIJI.l RESIDUA:" = ',l?::::'J.3,· A."': (' ,IJ,',' ,:3,',' ,:3,')') 
c 
C SOLVE .... 

DO 8 N = 1, ~?s:.;? 

3 cm~':'INUE 

R::'!'UR~ 

:::NJ 

SC3?,0~T:~::: OCA:C 
cecce:ccccccc:cc:ecc::ccececccccccc::::::::c:::::c::eee:cee::::: 
c 
e 
e 
ccccccccccc:cccccececcecccccccccccc:c::c:::cc:ccc::cc::ccc:cceee 

:~C:CJE 'COMMON.FOR' 

c 

:;: Nc:.;:.n:;£ . cm!I·~0~2 . FOR' 
R£AL S~?,C?,VOLU~E,oeR::AT,~RF,C:::::R~,O:~CT 

INTEGER :-.; 
R£S:·!AX = '':. 0 
CR£S = ~.0 
O';'.?S =:. J 
URF = ::?~O 
!F(~I:E?G:::.SCR2S~) ~RF = U?2J 
GO ~ :< = :., Nt:. 
:10 _ .... = :,~.; 

;)0 ~ - = 1,N: 

f:.:'.?~3 

e c~~c~ FO? 30C~DA~:£5 .... 
r:(LC.:::~.r::..) GO':'O 2 
~?(:..) = :.J 
S~(L) = J3LEiO(L)) 
GOTO 1 

2 CONTI~UE 



C 
C CALCU~A7~ F.O. COEFFIC:~~TS .... 

CALL ~CO~FF(SMP,CP,OPR~O,O,Lr~KO) 
C 
C CALCULAT~ SOURC~ TERMS .... 

IF(:CCAL.EQ.O) TH~N 

00:::;'.:'=:) . 

O?AC =.j. 

GOTO S 
::~JIF 

~OLUME = SX(I)*XA~~A 
OCR::AT = - ?RE~XP*D~S(L)*F(Ll*~O:~~::*S?~:':C*J::~(:) 

C * E:XP(-!.CT:::liE*(':.'(:')-292.)'C;'.S:C:; ~:=:.:':'(L) 2::::.) 

C 

:: (E (:..) . L':'. 1 . E-15 . O~. 0 ( :..) . :.:- . ~ .:::-: j . C? ? (:') .:..:- .1. ::-::: ::.::::: 
OFAC7=G. 
GOTO S 

:::;J:F 
O:-':'CT= (:S( L) *FS( L) /:(:" 1/':::") I 0(:') ) 
I:(OF;'C:.GT.O(L)) OFAC:=C(:) 
OFACT=G:?::AT*OF~CT 

SP(:") 

C JO T~:: 3JJ~DA~::::S .... 

C 
C CALCUL~TE CENT~::: COEF=IC::::~:' 

CALL ACE~:R(O,O?ES,OA?S,URF) 

1 CONTINUE 

~~~ 

.:. -'- .... 

: F (MON!'r~. EO. 1) viR IT~ ( :::0,6) RES,·:.:'.:·:, :R:·:.;:', J'U·:.;;':, r:?t·:A.:·: 
6 FOR~A7(' SPECIES 0 -' I 

1 :-!.:"i::~1U~ RESIDUAL = ',l?E:'C.J,' :'.: (' ,IJ,',' ,IJ,',' ,:::3,')') 

C 
C SOLVE .... 

DO 8 N = ~,~OS~? 
CALL 50LVE~(N!,~J,NK,A:~,AY~,AX~,;?/AX?,A~?,AZ?,S~,C,:S~?J?) 

8 COKT I ':t::: 
?ETURi; 
E:NO 
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suaROUTINE FSCALC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCcccccceecc:ccccceecccccccecccc:: 
C c 
c 
C 

'?SCALC' U?O;'.T:::S FE:"O OF S2Ga~.:'.T:O~; 'JF S?::C!:::S ::". 
c 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccce:ccccc:ccccccecccccccccccccee: 
:NC:JD~ 'CQM~o~.~oa' 

:~e:~~::: 'COMMON2.~0~' 

SC = 2300.0 
?SrtE.;:-= ') . '; 

?:::Slt.h.:{ = O. G 
FS"ES = IJ. 0 
?SAP5 = 0.0 
UR: = :.;a::.?s 
:F(NI7:::R.GE.N:';R2S~) URF = ~R2FS 

c 
C 3EGI~ 7~::: LOOP 

JO 1 i\ = 1, NK 

SO 1 J = 1 , ~;J 
[;0 

, - = ~,NI ... -
C.~~L ::AR~3 

c 
c :~:::c~ FOR 30U~D~RI:::S .... 

:?(~c.~Q.:CL) GOTO 2 

alL) = J. J 

C 

S~(L) = J3LE(FS(L») 

GO':'O 1 

2 CaNT: :::::: 

C CALC~:AT::: r.O. COEFFICIEN:S .. ,. 

c 
c 

C 

C 

c 

C~LL ~COE?F(SMP,CP,?SPrtN),FS,::~~FS) 

~OL~~E = SX(I)*XAREA 

:';:'C:;:';'7E '!H:: S2GREGATIml ..... -~.-~ .. -- ..... ,. 
\...::".~:":.~ .......... t 

CA:L G?~D(F,O,UOIV,VOL~M::) 
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C CALCULAT£ SOURC£ TERMS. '" 
C 

IF (D(L).LT.1.E-15) TEEN 
F5REA':' = 0.0 
FSGE~ = O.G 
GOTO 5 
E1Wr: 

IF (:CCA:.EQ.O) T~EN 
FSREA':' = 0.0 
FSFAC':' = 0.0 
TAC=(CORRSIN*ZC(L)*E(L)/J(:))~OLJME/DE~(L) 

GOTO .; 
E:WI? 

FSRE~T=?REEXP*DEN(L)*VOLUME*JE~(:)*O(:) 

C 1 EXP(-ACTUE*(T(L)-2?2. )/G;·.5CC)~/!'O~O./T(:')/2?B.) 
TA:J= (CO!<.RS IN* ZC ( :.) * E (L) /J (L ) ) /~.:O: t::·iE:OEN ( L) 

I .. 

I? (F(:).~T.1.E-L3.0R.O(L).::.:.E-~S) ~EEN 
FSF.;C7 = ').0 
GOTO -l 
2NDI:' 

FS?AC:=(~.G-FS(L)/F(L)/O(~)) 

IF (?SFACT.L~.O.) FSFACT = 0.: 
FSR::~T=-~.~!TAU-FSR::A~*2.C*:S?;:: 

FSG2~=5?~:'J!NG*~J~V 

:; CJ:J'::': :C:: 
C 

c 
5:;:(:") 

= .:; '': ( :.. 1 - ') 3:" E .. :? * =- S :..) - =- .5':; E:: ) 

= S?(L) - CP - ?S~E~: 

C DO :~:: 30:;ND;'_~: ES .... 

c 
C 

CAL~ AL:~K(LINKFS,FS,FSP?NJ) 

CA::" AF:~X(FSFL~X) 

CAL~ AC:::~:R(FS,FSRES,FSAPS.~~F) 

1 CO~':':'·;:.J:: 

:F( ~·:ON!':';:(. EQ.1) fj"RITE( :0, 6) ?::5:-:.:.:':. :R!·t;X. JR~~;'.X, ~:R:·!.';:·: 
? FORi·:AT ( , SPECES FS -',' 

~ (·:AXrl-1OM RES:::DUA~ = '.i?:::::. ~,' ;'.7 ('. I3. ' , .• : J, .•. ,: J, . ) . ) 

c 
C SOLIn: .... 

DO 8 N = 1,NFS~P 
CALL SO:'V:::R(NI,~J.NK,AZM.A1~,~:':~,~?AX?A1?,AZ?,S~,F5.:5~?:?) 

CONT!~n;::: 

DO 9 [=:,:'0000 
?ROD=F(:")*O(L) 
:F (FS(L).GT.PROD) FS(~)=?ROJ 

COt~T:Nu::: 

RE:'URN 
END 
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